Cheat Sheet for Reading Citations

1. When entering information into NoodleTools about information from Online Subscription Databases remember the following:
   - If no original print information is include in the source citation, treat it as original content when entering it into Noodletools.
   - Double check, but often information in Contemporary Authors, ABC-CLIO, and the encyclopedias products are most often original content.

2. A citation tells:
   - What was written: title
   - Who wrote it: author/editor
   - When: date of book, article, web page
   - Where is was published and by whom: publisher and city; journal name; host of web site

**Remember to refer to MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers in the HS Library.**

**Book Citation:**


**Book Chapter Citation (Anthology):**


**Newspaper Citation:**


**Magazine Citation:**

Scholarly Journal with Volume and Issue Citation:

Scholarly Journal that only uses Issue Numbers:

A Multivolume Work Citation:
An article with an author:

An article with no author:

Reference Book Citation:
Online Subscription Databases Citation:

Identify the original print source for the article you retrieved from an Online Subscription Database, from the source citations above. Was it a reference book, magazine, journal, etc. After you complete the above information add the name of the databases, the medium (Web), and date of access. Follow these directions to site an e-book.


Website:


Blog
